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EXTRA PRACTICE: Le Chatelier's Principle Practice #2 Name: _

Match the stress change to the equilibrium system below with the letter of the appropriate response.
r=>;

Each letter can be used once, more than once, or not at all.

2 50z (9) + Oz (g) !:+ 2 S03 (g) + Heat

A
A

_f3-=--_ 3. Temperature of the system is i~ed. (L.e.-A--) c. There is no change in the equilibrium position.

A

1. O2 is added to the system.(l2;~ h+)- a. The equilibrium shifts to the right.

2. 503 is r~d from the system. (~,~h+) b. The equilibrium shifts to the left.

4. The volume is decreased. (~~h+)
4>l'P=-l-v .

(Boyle S u..~'>
If the statement is true, write "true." If it is false, change the underlined word or words to make the
statement true. Write your answer on the line provided.

NH4CI (s) + Heat !:+ NH3 (9) + HCI (9)

Endo+he..r1N\ jC

_Dec__ r_e._CLS__ -e. 6. Production of ammonia from ammonium chloride will increase at higher temperature

1'T:: J, So/",b;I;-N ~r ALL ,9CLseso~y!
___ I_t1_u_e=-- 7. At equilibrium, an increase in the concentration of HCI causes a decrease in

ammonia concentration

8. Consider the following equilibrium reaction: co (9) + HzO (9) !:+ COz (g) + Hz (g) + Heat

Predict the direction of equilibrium shift (right, left, or no shift) if the following stresses are applied:

a.) The a~n of more H2O R\jht

b.) The removal of some H2 R;jht

c.) Raising the temperature Le#

d.) Decreasing the pressure

I1---



9. What would be the effect of each of the following on the concentration of CO (increase, decrease; or no
effect) when the following stresses are applied to the equiii'brium involving the synthesis of methanol?

CO (g) + 2 Hz (g) t; CH30H (g)

a.) The removal of CH30H D€cr€A.se

b.) Lowering the concentration of Hz If\cr€ OlS e.

c.) Addition of CO No e+Fec+

d.) Increasing the pressure D€cr~e-
10. A small percentage of nitrogen gas and oxygen gas in the air combine at the high temperatures found in

automobile engines to produce NO(g), an air pollutant.

Nz (g) + Oz (g) + Heat !:; 2 NO (g)

Higher engine temperatures are used to minimize carbon monoxide production. What effect do higher engine

temperatures have on the production of NO? Why? -1'-1 _ I I' b·".ht r r • ~ '0 t) \ ~L'O necr&s~. I - \Ir )61u , I " e+ \.::>CL$ •• N ~~)i I"Z)cucn ""

11. According to Le Chatelier's Principle, when has a chemical reaction established equilibrium?

12. What factors alter the equilibrium position in chemical reactions?
Co"'Ce(\k-+'lIl"\
T~Mf~~re
pr~s t>V"'~

13. If more reactant is added to an equilibrium system, what happens to the equilibrium constant (K), and to the
equilibrium position for the reaction?

EQ ShiHs ~wo...rJ Prbch.lcJ (f2-,~W-') ~ EQ Co(\S~I',,+ ~eMo\';"S ~t'\S~+
4> 0(\''1 T~f~re. Gh.~~s '""\L" (oY\sf-o..A+

14. What is the effect of temperature on the equilibrium constant (K)?

T-eMf€ro-..-hr-( wi (\ ch.~-e (:LAc.c--e.oSe o« D~c~e) EQ Co~~+ (~)

de.f~di~ 0" Cc:v\c~k-h'o "s of' ~~+s cR. f'r'bdud:s
15. You are asked to produce HI (9) from H2 (9) and I2 (9)' Write the equilibrium expression for this reaction.

How would you go about maximizing the concentration of HI (9) produced? 1.» + 1I ~;l »Ir~")
~~) ;,;tl~) -:l

l"nc('~~I'''jCO(\C€4\.-hc,....t;o,,\s oF- [l-bJ t.R.[I~l will

c"c..M.-oSe! M..O\."-L;W'li"Le fr-odud-iol'\ 0+ [HI].. f.o be
4:>T~f~-Nr(" e+fec+ V(\~owl"\ AS r~'l>(\ IS \l1'\~6WI'\

~60~;C. Of 4.}(O~;C

L.p p,.es~o"e. ~S N~ ~.f+ed- Q..S" {Ft"o'\b\.e.s of ~o..Sis e1.u-J OA.. bc~ c;~,}e..s
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